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BAMBOO
These elegant Bamboo plants with natural stems and vibrant foliage would 
make a charming addition to the home or workplace. Made using the finest 
materials and the most advanced manufacturing techniques, the blended 
silk plants are botanically accurate and UV resistant. For optimum realistic 
presentation these artificial plants will require some branch and foliage 
shaping.
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P088D

P091W

P035D

P036D

P069D

P020W
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Artificial 4ft Golden Bamboo 
Tree - P036D



FISCUS
With vibrant foliage, these Fig trees would make a charming addition to 
the home or workplace. Made using the finest materials and the most 
advanced manufacturing techniques, the blended silk tree is botanically 
accurate and UV resistant. For optimum realistic presentation the trees will 
require some branch and foliage shaping.
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P078D

T004B

T085D

TM022W

P074D

T068B
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Artificial 6ft Danielle Weeping 
Fig Tree - T004B



FOLIAGE TREES & 
PLANTS
The vibrant foliage would make a charming addition to the home or 
workplace. Made using the finest materials and the most advanced 
manufacturing techniques, the blended silk tree is botanically accurate and 
UV resistant. For optimum realistic presentation the tree will require some 
branch and foliage shaping.
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T080W

T075W

T084W

T071D

P077D

T082W
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 Artificial 5ft 6” Chestnut Brown 
Japanese Maple Tree - T066D



PALM TREES
With lush foliage, Palm trees make a charming addition to the home or 
workplace. Made using the finest materials and the most advanced 
manufacturing techniques, the blended silk tree is botanically accurate and 
UV resistant. For optimum realistic presentation the trees will require some 
branch and foliage shaping.
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P051W

P075W

P018W

P052W

P017B

P047B
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Artificial 4ft Areca Palm 
Tree - P076W



TOPIARY,MATTING & 
BOXWOOD
These elegant plants make a charming addition to the home or workplace. 
Made using the finest materials and the most advanced manufacturing 
techniques, these plants are botanically accurate and UV resistant. For 
optimum realistic presentation the tree will require some branch and foliage 
shaping.
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TM008D

T043G

TM019D

T033G

TM007D

T035G
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Artificial 5ft Bay Tree 
Ball Topiary - T034G



HANGING BASKETS
These exquisite hanging baskets are a fantastic stand-alone feature and 
would make a beautiful addition to the home or workplace. The plants are 
foamed into position in the stylish hanging basket for stability. Another 
wonderful feature is that the plants are UV resistant, so they will not fade in 
the sunlight. The hanging basket is made from high quality durable willow. 
The elegant combinations of flowers, foliage and baskets make stunning 
displays.
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HBKS23

HBKS22

HBKL21

HBKM22

HBKC28

HBKL26
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Artificial Azalea, Yucca and 
Green Ivy 12” Hanging 
Basket - HBKC27



FLOWERING PLANTS 
& TREES
With their vibrant flowers, these plants would make a charming addition 
to the home or workplace. Made using the finest materials and the most 
advanced manufacturing techniques, the blended silk bushs are botanically 
accurate and UV resistant. For optimum realistic presentation the bush will 
require some branch and foliage shaping.
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FT007PB

FT038RW

FT039WW

FT030LW

FT032YW

FT031PW
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Artificial 3ft 6” Yellow 
Azalea Tree



FLOWERS & ORCHIDS
These exquisite plants are a fantastic stand-alone feature and would make 
a beautiful addition to the home or workplace. Another wonderful feature 
is that the plants are UV resistant, so they will not fade in the sunlight. 
Made using the finest materials and the most advanced manufacturing 
techniques, the blended silk bushs are botanically accurate.
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6F047YLDPL

F003YW

F013LW

F052PW

12F024WBRB

12F047DPL
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Artificial 4ft 6” 
Purple Cymbidium 
Orchid - F052PW



POT PLANTS & 
UNDERSTANDING
With their vibrant flowers, these plants would make a charming addition 
to the home or workplace. Made using the finest materials and the most 
advanced manufacturing techniques, the blended silk bushs are botanically 
accurate and UV resistant. For optimum realistic presentation the bush will 
require some branch and foliage shaping.
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C017DPL

C043W

C011D

C026D

C015D

C034D
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Artificial 30cm 
White Azalea Pot 
Plant - C017DPL



FRUIT & 
VEGETABLES
With their vibrant and realistic colour, these artificial fruit and vegetables 
are simply stunning. They are perfect for an ornamental fruit bowl and 
general decorative use. The fruit is made using the finest materials and 
the most advanced manufacturing techniques to ensure botanical accuracy 
and close-up detail. Another great feature is that they are UV resistant, so 
they will not fade in the sunlight. 
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FR003D

FR002D

FR005D

FR001D

FR008D

FR006D
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Artificial Gala Apple  
- FR002D
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